Dodge dana 44 front axle diagram

There are front and rear versions of the Dana It can be readily identified by its straight axle
tubes, 10 bolt asymmetrical cover, and a "60" cast in to the housing. Gross axle weight ratings
are often lowered by the vehicle manufacturer for safety and tire reasons. They are also lowered
to reduce loads on other powertrain components such as transmissions and transfer cases.
Dana 60 Axles are also increasingly swapped into many custom offroad applications to
accommodate larger tires and deep compound gearing with locking differentials. Every Dana 60
that was originally manufactured by Dana Corp i. In the mids the Big Three all started using this
axle. GM began phasing it out in in favor of Independent suspension , while still offering it in
some higher GVWR trucks V until Dodge used a Dana 60 up to Ford still uses the Dana 60 front
axle. Manufactured in both Kingpin and Ball joint variations, "standard" low pinion and "reverse
cut" rotation high pinion variations and open and limited slip, and locking variations. The
housing material is Gray iron in early axles and Ductile iron in later axles. GM and Ford Dana 60
axles utilize locking hubs. However, model year Rams phased out the CAD system leaving some
Dana 60 axles permanently locked in. Stronger axle shafts, universal joints and ball joints are
widely available, as well as a large selection of traction-control devices such as locking
differentials and limited slip differentials. Axle shafts, universal joints and carriers made from
chromoly steel are even available. High capacity differential covers are available that increase
the amount of oil the differential holds. These covers also feature heat sinks that help keep the
axle cool. The Dana 60 rear axle was first introduced in as a full floating axle in Ford F's and is
still used today. Quadrasteer was an option in â€” GM full size, single rear wheel trucks.
Constant-velocity joints were used instead of universal joints. A variation of the Dana 60 known
as a Dana 61 was made to accommodate gear ratios that allowed for better fuel mileage. This
was done as a direct result of the oil crisis. To allow for the different gearing, the Dana 61 had a
greater pinion offset. This offset meant that a different carrier and a different ring and pinion
had to be used. Dodge Cummins pickups from the "First Generation" that are not equipped with
an overdrive transmission commonly have the 3. Although 3. Dana 61 external case is similar to
Dana 60 HD in its use of dual ribbing: a reinforcement truss extends from the tube all the way
around the differential case, in addition to raised cover flange. Some Dana 61s shared a
common carrier with the Dana 60 part x, [2] which means the gearsets 3. Dana differential case
[3] 3. The x carrier can be purchased relatively inexpensively and used to install lower gears in a
Dana 61 axle, such as when replacing a broken or damaged Dana 60 with a Dana 61 while
retaining the factory gear ratio. The Dana 53 first appeared in the late s and is much like a Dana
Although all Dana 53s are semi-floating, rear axles, 9. The Dana 53 was phased out in the late s,
replaced by the Dana International Harvester. Dana 60 is known as a Salisbury 60 in the UK.
Land Rover Salisbury axles are compatible with some but not all parts related to their American
counterparts, including differential covers, bearings, and some shafts. Many Land Rover
applications used 10 or 24 spline shafts. Defender applications were a right-hand drop. From
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Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Dana is the stock differential for a large segment
of domestic cars, trucks and SUVs. Dana front and rear differentials can be found most
commonly in Jeep, Ford and Dodge vehicles. Click on a differential below to view photos,
measurements, and carrier breaks, as well as applicable models, and available parts, for that
particular fitment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Year Dana Dana 28 IFS. Dana 28, Independent Rear Suspension. Dana 30 Front,
Reverse Rotation. Dana 30 Front, Standard Rotation. Dana 30 Rear. Dana "Super" 30 Ford Front.
Dana 44 Front, Disconnect Design, '' Dana 44 Front, Standard Rotation. Dana 44 Rear. Dana 44
Rear, Corvette. Dana 44 Rear, Jaguar. Dana 44 Rear, JK Rubicon. Dana 44, 19 Spline. Dana 44,
TJ Rubicon Wrangler front. Dana 44, TJ Rubicon Wrangler rear. Dana 44HD. Dana 44HD, ''04

Grand Cherokee. Dana 50 Front, IFS. Dana 50 Front, Straight Axle. Dana 60 Front, Disconnect
Design, '99 only. Dana 60 Front, Reverse Rotation. Dana 60 Front, Standard Rotation - 16 Spline.
Dana 60 Front, Standard Rotation - 30 Spline. Dana 60 Front, Standard Rotation - 35 Spline.
Dana 60 Quadrasteer Rear. Dana 60 Rear - 16 Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 23 Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 30
Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 32 Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 35 Spline. Dana "Super" 60 - 35 Spline. Dana 60
Super Rear - 33 Spline. Dana 61 Front - 35 Spline. Dana 61 Rear - 30 Spline. Dana 61 Rear - 35
Spline. Dana 70 - 23 Spline. Dana 70 - 32 Spline. Dana 70 - 35 Spline. Dana 70 HD - 35 Spline.
Dana 70 Super 35 Spline. Dana 70 U - 32 Spline. Dana 70 U - 35 Spline. Dana 80 - 35 Spline. Dana
80 - 37 Spline. Dana M IFS. Dana M Dana S This website uses cookies to improve your
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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Dana axles are very easy to identify and their numbering system
is consistent irregardless of the vehicle they came in. The axle model number is cast in to the
housing 30, 44, 60 either on the right facing the axle cover lower web at the point where the axle
tube is pressed in to the center section or in the nose of the housing near the pinion yoke. Each
axle has a B. M Bill of Materials number stamped onto it on the left or right axle tube. If you have
the B. If you find a Dana axle not in a vehicle, that link will tell you what vehicle the axle came
out of. You may also want to check out our list of Dana B. M numbers HERE. A Few
Explanations:. We're going to be mentioning things such as open knuckle, closed knuckle, low
pinion, high pinion reverse cut and standard cut. Here's an explanation:. Open Knuckle vs
Closed Knuckle:. The knuckle of a front axle is the part that enables the front axle to steer.
There are upper and lower joints that the knuckle swivels on, turning the wheels to the left and
right. There are two basic types of knuckles used, one is the closed knuckle and one is the open
knuckle. The advantage of the open knuckle is it allows a tighter turning radius and it is easier
to maintain. The closed structure of the closed knuckle limits its ability to swivel. It also is a bit
harder to maintain since the knuckle must be sealed. Closed knuckle axle shaft joints either run
in gear lube or in grease in the knuckle, and the lubricant tends to leak out of the knuckle. The
open knuckle axles used a sealed cardon cross joint. Here is a photo of a low pinion axle left
and high pinion axle right. The low pinion axle is an indication of a standard cut ring gear and
the high pinion axle is an indication of a reverse cut ring gear. Often mistakenly referred to as
'reverse rotation', the term 'reverse cut' is perhaps the single most misunderstood term used by
off-roaders and even many in the axle business. A reverse cut housing is not just like a
standard cut housing turned upside down. It is a specially designed housing for front driving
axles. Contrary to popular belief, it does not turn backwards or in reverse. The term 'reverse cut'
actually refers to the direction of the spiral cut in the ring gear. In a reverse cut axle, the spiral
on the ring gear is opposite from a standard cut ring gear. The idea behind reverse cut is to
strengthen the operation of the gear when it is used for a front axle application. The bottom line
is that reverse cut gears front axle style and axle assemblies are inherently stronger for front
axle use because of the way the gear mesh when moving the vehicle forward direction. They
also provide better driveline angles because the pinion is located above the centerline of the
axle. The Early Bronco Dana Axles up to that point were the Dana 30 and should be avoided.
One of the major drawbacks of an early Bronco Dana 44 is it's small x u-joints. You'll need to
replace the axle shafts in order to swap to a larger u-joint. It's common for the F shaft to be
used on the early Bronco drivers side. Also a Dodge W from You can find a stronger
replacement shaft or a complete set of replacement shafts that use larger u-joints at companies
like broncograveyard. Another thing to watch out for with the early Bronco Dana 44 is the
brakes. If you end up with a drum brake Dana 44 you can convert it to disc brakes. Find a Ford
Bronco or a Ford F and get the following parts:. Steering knuckle Brake backing plate Caliper
holder Haynes calls this the Anchor plate Spindle Wheel bearing locking nut, lock ring washer
and wheel bearing adjusting nut Caliper support key and spring Rotor use as a core for a new
one Locking Hubs Basically, you'll be needing everything from the knuckles out. You'll be
replacing your existing parts with these new ones. Diagram of a Ford Bronco front suspension
F and Bronco are the same. Early Ford Radius Arms. F Dana Some believe that the Ford high
pinion reverse cut Dana 44 didn't become available until after This misconception is probably

because a high pinion Dana 44 wasn't offered in the F until F Dana 44's:. F Dana 44's up to were
low pinion, standard cut units. In This new axle was a high pinion, reverse cut, 8-lug Dana Photo
of a F Dana 44 laying on its top. Coil Mounting Brackets:. These can be cut off. The center of the
cast pieces does not have a tube that passes through it. Instead, a tube is pressed on both ends
and welded together. These newer coil brackets can not be cut off. Leaf Spring Perches:. The
best Dana 44's are the units with x u-joints, disc brakes and weld on radius arm mounting
brackets wedgies that can be cut off. These should all be reverse cut high pinion units. The
units are just as good as long as you want to retain the factory style radius arms. The axle tubes
are pressed in to a casting for the radius arms and do not go all the way through it. This means
you can't just cut the mounts off like you can on the previous year axles. If you wanted to use
the Dana 44 for a leaf spring or link suspension setup, you would have to completely rebuild the
housing with new tubes. The other axle of choice would be the F Super Cab or F Dana 44's that
were setup for leafs. Remember that'll you'll have an 8-lug wheel bolt pattern with the F axles.
This is the radius arm mount on a Ford Dana It's a one piece unit with the axle tube pressed in
to it. Dana 44's made prior to had 4 separate pieces welded on to the axle tube. Those wishing
to do a High Steer setup will need a set of flat top knuckles for your Dana 44 if you don't already
have any. You can buy flat op knuckles from company's like Reid Racing. It would save you
from having to have one of the knuckles machined, drilled and tapped for a High Steer arm. The
cornerstone of the High Steer setup is the flat top passenger-side knuckle. These are easy to
find since they were used with the stock J-arm steering on Chevy push-pull steering
configurations. The flat top passenger-side knuckles, however, are fairly rare. Once you locate
one of these knuckles, the top of the knuckle must be milled flat and then drilled and tapped to
mirror the driver-side knuckle. Due to the recent popularity of high steer, milled and drilled
knuckles can now be purchased outright or on exchange from a variety of aftermarket vendors.
The flat top knuckles can be identified by a large flat area on top next to the ball joint. On the
underside there will be cast in bosses where the threads will go. On the driver's side Chevy
knuckle there will be three studs where the factory Chevy steering arm attached. The passenger
side Chevy knuckle will be a mirror image but without the studs. Neither side will have studs on
a Wagoneer, otherwise the knuckles are identical to Chevy. Measuring For Steering Arm Holes:.
Your passenger side knuckle has a rough cast and will need to be machined and then drilled
and tapped for a high steer arm. The measurement for 'X' depends on where you measure from
and how you machine your knuckle example: mimic the GM surface angle or machine surface
perpendicular to spindle mounting surface. Essentially you run the Chevy or full size Jeep
knuckle out, but you use a Ford F hub, rotor, and inner wheel bearing seal. Except the early
Fords with the weird flange mount hub. The manual lockout is the same part for both. High
Steer Arms:. Rockstomper High Steer Arms. One you have your knuckles squared away you'll
need to get a set of High Steer arms. The following company's offer High Steer Arms:. Ballistic
Fabrication. OTT Industries. Parts Mike. Poison Spyder Customs. Rockstomper Shown Above.
Sam's 4x4. Photo of a High Steer Arm on a flat top knuckle. Click HERE. Your Fullsize Ford
Truck Resource. Early Bronco Dana Tube Diameter. Panhard bar has a separate mount on the
axle tube. Some 's had 2. Stock Chevy Passenger Side. Heavy Duty Chevy Flat Top. Heavy Duty
Ford Flat Top. View 12 24 48 60 Description: Includes axle bearings, races and seal Services one
side. Condition: New. Qty :. Description: Universal Eaton E-Locker wiring harness kit. Comes
with: Switch Relay Connectors. Auburn Dana 44 Posi - 3. Description: The Auburn gear limited
slip uses a long-proven cone design to provide traction for performance and off-road
applications. Auburn warranties their units for one year against manufacturing defects
Chromoly- Dana 44 - 9. Item : AX:D Description: Kit includes: 4 caps 4 snap rings 4 O-rings 4
zerk fittings. This is for ONE joint only!! Forged cross non greasable. Spicer part x. Dana 30
U-Joint - Spicer x. Description: Ball joint kit for Dana Spicer 30 and 44 Complete kit for upper
and lower Services one side. Please Call for Availability. Call For Price : Description: These
heavy duty gussets are designed to take serious abuse and reinforce your front Dana 30 or
Rubicon Dana 44 Inner C's. Description: Dimensions: 2. Dana 44 - 3. Made in the USA!
Description: 35 spline 5 x 4. Dana 44 - 4. Item : DT-OE. Dana 44 - 5. Dana 44 - Bearing Set-Up Kit.
Description: These bearings are perfect for the master installer or the first timer. The race is
machined to allow one to slide the race in and out of the housing allowing you to easily change
the pinion shim PT,powertrax,no-slip,pt,locker,lunchbox,trak-loc,d44,dana 44,dpt Description:
Features: Fully Automatic Locking operation. Latest design. Precise synchronization
mechanism eliminates the ratcheting sounds typical of other locking differentials. Special gear
and Item : DPT Dana 44 6x5. Description: This is a complete kit to convert your 6 lug Dana 44
axle to 5x5. Utilizes factory calipers and pads. Made of high tensile, solid nodular iron, and
powder coated red. This ARB Made of high tensile, solid nodular iron, and powder coated black.
Dana 44 Aussie Locker - 30 Spline. Specifically designed for off-highway enthusiasts and

wheelers the Aussie Locker has Dana 44 Carrier 3. Description: Fits Dana 44 axle. This is for 19
spline axles only! Carrier takes bearings. This is for 30 spline axles only! Dana 44 Carrier Shim
Kit. Description: Replacement Carrier shim kit for Dana Spicer 44, 30 spline axles. Description:
Forged from Chromoly Alloy steel, TEN Factory front axles and kits are designed by our
suzuki 2002 xl7
sony owners manuals download
99 cadillac sts
engineers for specific applications. Dana 44 Cross Shaft Pin. Description: The Detroit is a fully
automatic locking differential, if you need a dependable locker, that only unlocks when you
need it to, the detroit is a good option. Item : DDET Dana 44 Detroit Truetrac - 3. Description:
The True Trac limited slip uses a worm-gear design to bias torque from one tire to the other,
providing extremely smooth operation. Since there are no clutches in this unit, there are no
parts to Dana 44 Drive Flange Kit - 19 Spline. Dana 44 Drive Flange Kit - 30 Spline. Dana 44
Eaton E-Locker 30 Spline - 3. Description: The Eaton E-locker uses Electro-Magnets to provide
full lock-up at the push of a button. When the unit is disengaged it is a standard open
differential. This unit comes with all associated parts Dana 44 master install kit,carrier
bearings,pinion crush sleeve,pinion seal,overhaul,dmik,zk d44,d,d44,. Description: This is a full
set up kit to do the job right. Sign In or Create an Account.

